When
fixed erythrocytes are exposed to the cholesterol probe, filipin, and freeze-fractured, their membrane is Iabeled with only a limited number of typical, 25 nm diameter filipin-sterol complexes.
In addition, the membrane contains many less distinct fihipin-induced perturbations that give it an overall rippled appearance.
In contrast, red cell ghosts subjected to conditions that result in an aggregation of their intramernbrane particles have large par-
Introduction
Filipin is a polyene antibiotic that binds specifically to cholesterol and related 3-f3-OH sterols ( 1 ' ). Following the recent introduction of filipin as an ultrastructural probe for membrane sterols in freezefracture and conventional electron microscopy (6, 22) , many hitherto unsuspected heterogeneities in the structure of biological membranes have been revealed (1, 6, (13) (14) (15) (16) (18) (19) (20) 23 
Results and Discussion
In freeze-fracture replicas, the plasma membrane P-face of intact enythrocytes has a high density of intramembrane particles between which smooth membrane areas can be seen (5,2 1 ). The E-face has fewer particles but contains many small pits. When exposed to filipin,
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. are found at a similar density but they appear mainly as pits ( Figure  2 . However, many smaller and less pronounced membrane deformations were also present, which were especially evident on the Eface, giving the membrane an overall rippled appearance (Figure 2) . On closer examination of the P-face, small deformations could also be found in the smooth membrane domains.
Since these structures were found only on fihipin-treated membranes, they are also considered to be induced by the antibiotic. As previously reported ( 5 ), ghosts that had been pretreated in low ionic strength buffer and then incubated at low pH showed a marked aggregation of their intram.embnane particles (Figure  3, , 4) . On the membrane E-face, regions corresponding to the particle aggregates were also devoid of complexes ( Figure  5 ).
In Triton X-100 treated material, particle aggregates were found in both ghosts and erythrocytes as previously described (8), but the extent of aggregation was not as great as that seen in the low pH condition.
In addition, the intact cells were lysed by 0.05 f Triton X-100. Nevertheless, when exposed to filipin, the results were similar to those described above, the complexes filling the smooth membrane domains between the particle aggregates. 
